How a waste management company achieved a 32% improvement in rail transit time

Improved communication with the rail provider was the key to solving performance issues

The results

Maine Pointe approached our client’s Class 1 rail carrier in a spirit of partnership. We addressed communication issues, broke down barriers and established clear processes for effective and sustainable collaboration.

Results:

- Improved transit time by 32%
- Optimized asset utilization
- Reduced railroad operating costs
- Improved reliability

This story is for executives that:

1. Are reliant on a partnership with any of North America’s Class 1 railroads.
2. Don’t believe that it’s possible to broker a better deal from the rail companies they depend on.
3. Want to break down barriers and improve rail transit times.

The challenge

The waste management company had been experiencing problems meeting scheduled cycle times since starting a unit train service from New Jersey to their single-carrier captive landfill in Kentucky. In the first nine months of operating, unit trains were running an average of 41.8 hours longer in transit than scheduled.

This inconsistent service had created a shortage of waste containers for distribution resulting in daily revenue loss. Various attempts to compensate for longer train run times meant that planning had become a day-to-day activity. The client soon found their cost of doing business exceeded their plan and they could not grow the business as forecasted.

When attempts to resolve the issue using in-house resource failed, the company’s PE owners asked Maine Pointe to help them get the rail carrier’s trains to perform to schedule.
Changing rail carrier perceptions

Maine Pointe quickly established that attempts to resolve the situation had taken place through the rail carrier’s sales and marketing team and a dedicated customer service person. Our client’s company had not had any direct communication with the Class 1’s senior executives. Maine Pointe broke through this barrier, taking their concerns to the right people at the right level to:

- Dispel the rail carrier’s belief that the waste services company’s trains were “only trash” and required a higher level of discipline in the operation than was being delivered.
- Educate the rail carrier on the environmental requirements of doing business in the area of waste management.
- Demonstrate to the rail carrier that performance to operating schedules was not only critical to the waste management company’s success but also rail performance was reducing the rail carrier’s profit margin and adding to train congestion in a critical rail corridor.

The relationship between our client and their service provider has been energized and the communication barrier broken down creating a solid platform for continued successful collaboration and business expansion.

Lessons learned for other executives

- Companies in a captive railroad situation can get incentives and service-level commitments from the railroads
- Improved performance and achievement of schedule is a win-win situation
- Explaining this and illustrating the value to the carrier at the right level is the key to changing perceptions throughout their organization

Want to open up the channels of communication with your rail carrier?

Want to find out more about Maine Pointe’s unique capabilities across all North America’s Class 1s?

Talk it through in a no obligation phone call or meeting with one of our executive advisors.

Email: info@mainepointe.com to arrange a call.

About Maine Pointe

Maine Pointe, a member of the SGS Group, is a global supply chain and operations consulting firm trusted by many chief executives and private equity firms to drive compelling economic returns for their companies. We achieve this by delivering accelerated, sustainable improvements in EBITDA, cash and growth across their procurement, logistics, operations and data analytics. Our hands-on implementation experts work with executives and their teams to rapidly break through functional silos and transform the buy-make-move-fulfill digital supply chain to deliver the greatest value to customers and stakeholders at the lowest cost to business. We call this Total Value Optimization (TVO)™.

Maine Pointe’s engagements are results-driven and deliver between 4:1-8:1 ROI. We are so confident in our work and our processes that we provide a unique 100% guarantee of engagement fees based on annualized savings. www.mainepointe.com